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The apparition problem.consists in finding an arithmetical relation between a rational prime p and its rank of apparition in an elliptic divisibility
sequence.' In this report the elliptic divisibility sequences parameterized
by equianharmonic functions are investigated, and a partial answer to the
apparition problem for such sequences is given (Theorem 2).
If W2/W1 = p = 1/2(-1 + V'- 3), the Weierstrass functions for the parallelogram Q, 2w, 2W2, 2w, + 2W2 are called equianharmonic functions and
have the following expansions:
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where the index
E of@.P
runs through
the quadratic integersoa =
=I
U,)=E
+ bp, a and b rational integers. The norm in E is given by NIA =
1, p, ()p2 =
N(a + bp) = a 2 - ab + b2, and the units in E are e
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1. The function o0(u) is a doubly periodic function of the
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where Ne- =
third kind:

= E
= C.

o0(u + 2gAwl) =(..1)NTP
ga being the conjugate at IA, and -11

=

e2TA7i(u +

Aswi) a(u), IA in E,
(3)
~(w,). Furthermore (2) implies g2=
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O and hence
6)' (U) 2 = 4(P(u)I - g3.
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Equianharmonic functions afford one of the simpler examples of elliptic
functions admitting complex multiplication.2
If /4IA(u) = a(,uu, W1, PWi) a(u, col, pwi) -Np, for s in E, then (1) and (3)
imply that 4P,(u) is an elliptic function of u with periods 2wX and 2pwl. The
three-term sigma formula3 implies
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(4)
for any A,u ,, e in E, provided Ne = 1.
10. Using 0/'E(U) = eik1(u), Ne = 1, and the recursion (4), every value
of *,,(u) may be computed from the initial values
(u)
4t'o(U) = 0, +1(U) = 1, At_p(U) = (1 -p)6'(u), 22(U) =
20. If NI is an odd rational integer,

,6,(U) = PA(z, g3),
and if Nu is even,

IPA(u)

=

GP'(u)P;(z, g3),

where z = (P(u) and P,(z, g3) is a polynomial in z over the polynomial ring
E[gs] of degree '/2(Nu- 1) if NA odd, and '/2(N -4) if NI even.
Proofs of 10 and 20 may be given by inductions on NI.

30. If PIIA in the ring E, then P,(z, g3) IPp(z, g3) in the ring E[z, g8].
Let, = Xv. Then
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and if NX and Nv are both odd,
p

(Z, g3) =.PA(v(PU), g3)P,(Z, g3)

But
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(5)

P,(P(pu), g3)Pv(z, g3)" -1 is a polynomial in E[z, g3]. The details of
the proof of 30 are similar if one or both of NX, NY are even.
If z and g3 are fixed in the ring I of rational integers, then the correspondence ,u- P,(z, g3) is a mapping of E into itself preserving division. Let,
p be a prime ideal of E. An integer X of E will be called a zero of p if
so
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Px(z, g3) =0 (mod p),

z, g3 fixed in I.

A zero a of p with minimum positive norm will be called a rank of apparition
of p. That every p of E has a rank of apparition for each z, g3 of I, may be
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shown by an argument similar to the proof of Theorem 5.1 of Ward's
Memoir.'
Write P,(z) = Pp(z, g3) for g3 fixed in I. If M(a) is the Mobius function
of the principal ideal ring E, defined by
M(e) = 1 if Ne = 1
M(a) = (- 1)r if (6) is a product of r distinct prime ideals
M(a) = 0 if (6) is divisible by the square of a prime ideal,
then
Qp(z) = II Pw16(z)M(6)
(8) I(#)

is in E[z]; and by the inversion formula of Dedekind,
P(z) = II Q8(z),
(8)I(#)

up to a unit factor in E. Since a(u) = 0 if and only if u = 2vwl, v in E, the
roots of Qp(z) = 0 are the distinct values of 6P(2vi'/lg), (v, pu) = 1.
40. If a is a rank of apparition of p, then Qa(z) and Pa(z) split into
linear factors in E/p.
40 follows from (5).
Let R be the field of rationals and let F, be the root field of Q,(z). If
vI|u, Nv > 1, then F F, 3 R(p), unless Nv = 4. Let CQ(x) = 0 be the
equation, irreducible over R, satisfied by the primitive nth roots of unity.
If n $ 3, C.(x) is irreducible over R(p).
THEOREM 1. If n is an odd rational integer, then C.(x) is reducible in F..
For if 0 exp(2wri/n) and n = d d', then

E o2rsd'

s=O

6P'(2w1(r + sp)/d)'-

=

0

d- 1

E102rsd' P(2wj(r + sp)/d)GP'(2cow(r + sp)/d)-'

=

0

(6)

s= o

where r = 1, 2, ..., '/2(d -1).4 It follows from (5) that multiplication of
equations (6) by P"(2w,/n) yields E (d - 1) equations over F,,, of degree at
dln
most n - 1, each of which has 0 as a root. Since

+(n) > n-1-Edln (d-1),
Cx(x) factors in F,n
It is now possible to formulate an answer to the apparition problem for
all rational primes that do not split in E.
THEOREM 2. If p 2 (mod 3) and a is a rank of apparition of p, then
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where b is 1, 3, or an odd divisor of pe - 1 and c and e are rational integers,
c > Oande<4(b).
By hypothesis (p) = , a prime ideal of E. But a = ae since p = p, so
that
a =a
or
a = a(l-p),

where a is a rational integer. Let a = 2cb, b odd. Since b a,
Fa D Fb D R(p),

if b > 1.

Hence by 40 and Theorem 1, Cb(x) is reducible in E/p; and if b # 3,
pe = 1 (mod b), where e is the common degree of the irreducible factors of
Cb(x) in E/p.
If p - 1 (mod 3), then p = Np, p a prime ideal of E. In this case the
apparition problem is an open question.
1 Ward, Morgan, "Memoir on Elliptic Divisibility Sequences," Am. J.
Math., 70,
31-74 (1948).
2 Ward, Morgan, "Arithmetical Properties of Polynomials Associated with the Lemniscate Elliptic Functions," PROC. NATL. ACAD. Sci., 36, 359-362 (1950).
3 For the three-term sigma formula, and all of the formulas of the previous paragraph,
cf. Tannery and Molk, Pl1ments de la theorie des fonctions elliptiques, Vol. 2, pp. 234-236.
4For these "Abelian Relations," cf. Fricke, Die elliptischen Funklionen und ihre
Anwendungen, Vol. 2, p. 242.
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1. We call two (Euclidean) polyhedra equivalent if they have isomorphic simplicial subdivisions; the homeomorphism which maps each
simplex of such a subdivision linearly onto its correlate in an isomorphic
subdivision is called a piecewise linear homeomorphism onto, abbreviated
PLO.
A polyhedron is called finite if it has a subdivision consisting of a finite
number of simplices; a polyhedron equivalent to a q-simplex is called
a q-element, one equivalent to the boundary of a q-simplex, a (q - 1)sphere. A polyhedron for which the star of every vertex of a given subdivision is a q-element is called a q-manifold: but in what follows "qmanifold" will mean "connected q-manifold." If M" is an orientable
g-manifold, we denote by Mq the oriented manifold obtained by orienting

